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4.Normal distribution. There are many methods to generate random values from a normal 
distribution. They found a random valueg  from a  )1,0(N . To find values from a normal 
with mean m  and deviation d the transformation gdm + is used.  

 
a) Use of  Central Limit Theorem.  
According to this theorem a sum of n  non self correlated random numbers coming from 
distributions with mean µ  and standard deviationσ  (finite) converge in probability as 

∞→n , to a normal distribution with mean µn and standard deviation nσ .  The 
approximation to the normal is remarkable good, even for not so great n . If the numbers 
come from a uniform distribution in the interval (0,1) that has a mean ½ and deviation 

12/1 , and 12 numbers are added the approximation tend to a normal of mean 6 and 

deviation  11212/1 =× , and the sum minus 6 tends to a normal )1,0(N that is a typified 

normal. So, the values 6
12

1
−=∑ irg  has approximately a normal distribution with mean 0 

and deviation 1.  
The generated values for the typified normal are in the interval ( –6, 6)  instead on   

).,( +∞−∞  The method is slow, not very accurate and require many random numbers. 
 
b) Teichroew’s correction.  

The numbers obtained in a) can be improved.  From the value 4/)6)((
12

1∑ −= irs ,  the 

values 
svvvvg )949846138.3)252408784.0)076542912.0)008355968.0029899776.0(((( ++++=  

where 2sv = . The g values have, approximately, a normal distribution )1,0(n . 
 
c) Parzen inversion.  
From a uniform distribution in (0,1), 21,rr are taken.  From these: 12 1 −= ru  and 12 2 −= rv  

are obtained. If 222 >+= vuw , the numbers are rejected and the computation is repeated 

with the new 21,rr  .  Otherwise, wwug /)ln2(1 −=  and wwvg /)ln2(1 −=  are obtained 

that are from a normal )1,0(N . This method is very accurate and give two values. The 
computation of the logarithms made the computation slow. The method requires several 
random numbers. 
 
c) Relation Method (Ripley 1987).  
Ther are taken from a uniform in (0,1).  The following values are computed: 

225.0;/);12(8578.0; xzuvxrvru ==−==  
this computation is repeated with successive r  until 

))ln(35.0/)259.0(()1( uzuzuz <∧+≤∨−<  
Then the u have normal distribution )1,0(N .  
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d) Rational approximation to the inverse function.  
The following rational approximation to the inverse function of a standard normal is given 
by Odeh and Evans (1974) : 

i
ii

i
ii yqypyx 4

0
4

0 / == ΣΣ+=  where ))1((ln 2ry −−=    

=0p -0.322232431088,     =1p -1.000000000000,         =2p -0.342242088547,  

=3p -0.0204231210245,   =4p -0.000045642210148 

=0q   0.099348462606,     =1q 0.588581570495,          =2q 0.531103462366, 

=3q   0.10353775285,       =4q 0.0038560700634 

if 5.0>r use the above formula for y . Otherwise put r−1  instead of r , and x−  instead of 
x  to  obtain the symmetric part. 
The method uses only one random number and the generated value increases monotonically 
with the random number. 
 
5. Erlang distribution. The random values from a Erlang distribution with scale parameter 

m  and form parameter r , are found from ∑ =
= r

i iru
1

 where the ir  are from a uniform 

distribution in (0,1). 
 
6. Lognormal. Values from a lognormal distribution with meanµ  and deviation σ  are 

found generating x  from a N(0,1) and calculating xeu σµ+= . 
 
7. Gamma. Values u  from a distribution Gamma with mean 0>µ  and deviation 0>σ , 

corresponding to the parameters σµ /2=a  and µσ /2=b  are computed by parts. 

If )1,0(∈a , calculate aru /1
11 =  and aru 12 =  must be: .1)( 21 >+ uu  Otherwise new 21,rr are 

taken and the calculation is repeated. Then it is )/()ln( 2111 uuburu +−= . 

If )5,1(∈a  then if 1a  is the integer part of a  and 11 aab −=  its decimal part, 

and ∑ =
= 1

1

a

i irp and 11 /ln apau −= .  The ir  must be )1/( 111 −−< aubu
i ebr  (otherwise repeat the 

calculations of p  and 1u ). The values are: buu 1= . 

If 5>a  generate ir  ; if 1aari −>  then u  is a Erlang with parameters 1,ab , otherwise is a 

Erlang with parameters 1, 1 +ab . 
 
8. Beta. Values from a Beta distribution with parameters 0,0 >> ba  are obtained by means 
of the Gamma function: 

),1(),1(

)1(

bGammaaGamma

aGamma
u

+
−=  

 
9. Weibull. Values from a Weibull distribution with scale factor s and form factor f are 

given by: fru s /−= .  
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10. Poisson. Values u (integers) from a Poisson distributions with mean m  are computed 
continuing the product i

k
i r1=Π  while it is me−< . The number of necessary factors is the u. 

 
11. Triangular. The values from a triangular distribution with minimum a , mode b , and 

maximumc , ( cba << ) are rbacaau += if cabar /<  otherwise: ).1( rcbcacu −−=  

 
12. Bernoulli. A Bernoulli distribution with parameter b is TRUE if br <  and FALSE 
otherwise. r is a random number in (0,1). 
 
13. Binomial. The integer values of a binomial distribution of range n  and mean np  (the 
variance is )1( pnp −  are found by putting 0=u , generating n random values from a 
Bernoulli distribution and adding 1 to u each time TRUE is obtained. 
 
14. Integer Uniform. To generate non negative integer random values from i  to ij >  
(including this extremes) compute rijiu )1( +−+=  and truncate the result to the nearest 
small integer. 
 
15. Random Permutation. To generate a random permutation of n  values, if the values are 
in an array v : 

For nj =  descending to =j 2 do the following: 
    take an integer random number from 1 to j , let it be i  

    interchange the values iv  and jv . 

 
16. Random values of a multivariate frequency.  
A bivariate frequency table in which the variable x may have n  values and y  

m values can be represented by  two arrays of values ix  and jy  and a mn ×  matrix T  

whose value ijt is the frequency for the pair of  values ji yx . To find random pairs of values 

the procedure is: 
Find, by the method indicated in 6.3 a) above a random value for i  (this need to compute 
the marginal frequency for x .  
Find in the row i  a random value for j . This requires to compute the conditional frequency 
of y  for the value found by x . 
Example.  Some devices need, in a part of their assembling, successive times x  andy  that 
are correlated. The statistics of  300 items gave the following times . The marginal and 
accumulated frequencies for x  are indicated. 
       
    yx \          17.5-22.5   22.5-27.5   27.5-32.5  32.5-37.5     m.f.       acc. m.f. 

                                                                                                                    0    1F  

  7.5-10.5       27        20         16          18               71       71 2F     

    10.5-13.5      20        26          18          10                 74      145    3F  

    13.5-17.5       18        20         23          15                 76      221    4F  
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    17.5-19.5      10        16         22          31            79     300     5F  

 
There were 27 items with x  in [7.5,10.5) and y in [17.5,22.5); 23 withx in [13.5,16.5) and 
y in [27.5,32.5); etc. 
To select at random one pair ),( yx  it may be used the technique in 3b) above. Find x  from 
the marginal probability of x , and then find y from the interpolated conditional probability 
for that x .   
If the first random number is 0.353 then 300353.0 ×=R =105.9 that is in the second 
interval (between 71 and 145). The value of x is: 

=−
−
−+= )5.105.13(
71145

719.105
5.10x 11.9149 

 
The corresponding values ofy , are found by interpolation from the columns: 
For the first column the accumulated distribution is: 

ix   7.5  10.5     13.5     16.5     19.5   

iF           0       27        47        65        75 

The value of 9149.11=x  correspond to 2=i . 

For the first column =−
−
−+= )5.109149.11(

5.105.13

2747
27y 36.4324 

In the same form complete the values for y : (36.4324, 32.2621, 24.4892, 12.7162) 
This is the conditional frequency ofy when =x 11.9149. 
From this one value must be selected at random. The accumulate distribution is:  
 ix        17.5       22.5       27.5       32.5       37.5 

 iF          0          36.4324    68.6945    93.1837  105.9 

 
taken a random number  r =0.728  results =R 0.728×105.9=77.0951 

)5.275.32(
6945.681837.93

6945.680951.77
5.27 −

−
−+=y =29.2152 

Thus, with this two random numbers 0.353, 0.728 the random values are 11.9149, 29.2152 
The method can be generalize to many dimensions.  
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EXERCISES 
 
1. Consider, in the example given in 6.1 (reparation section) that the arrivals are produced at 
random with time between arrivals taken from a uniform distribution with mean 35 and a 
certain deviation, and the repairing time take times from a uniform distribution with mean 
29 and certain deviation. Give an example of deviations for whch queues may occur (see 
Chapter 2 for the deviation of the uniform distribution). 
 
2. Make a program to test the Law of Large Numbers. The general idea (based in the 
throwing of a dice assuming that the a priori probability of getting 3 is 1/6) is: 
 
Repeat the following for N=600, 6000, 60000 (or other large numbers) 
    Success=0 
       Repeat the following 1000 times  
          Repeat N times 
             Take a random integer from 1 to 6 
             Accumulate in f the number of times the outcome is 3 
          End of N times 
          If |f/N – 1/6|<0.01 add 1 to success 
       End of repeating 1000 times 
    P=success/1000  write(p) 
End of repeating for 600,6000,60000 
 
3. Compute the entropy of a set of series of values with the following probabilities: 

            0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1    
            0.2  0.2  0.2  0.2  0.2 

1.0 0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0 
0.3  0.2  0.2  0.2  0.1 
0.6  0.1  0.1  0.1  0.1 
What may be observed? 
 
4. A switch change the state of a lamp. It is pressed at random. The probability of being 
pressed in t∆ is ts∆ ,where s is a constant. Find, by the analytical method, how changes with 
the time the probability to find the light on. 
 
5. Find the mean value, the deviation and the distribution function of the exponential 
probability function. 
 
6.Prove the formula (9) of 6.2.2 b). 
 
7. Do an algorithm to compute the evolution of a queue using the direct method with the 
values given in the example. 
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8. Do an algorithm to find values of yxz 2+=  where x and y  are random variables with 
the distributions given in 6.2.2 c). See 6.3.2 3 for an algorithm to find random values with 
the given distributions. 
 
9. Do an algorithm to simulate the simple queue adding the estimation of the maximum 
queue. A function for the EXPO(X) may be:  
   EXPO=-X ln (random) 
Where random is a function that generates a pseudo-random number in the interval(0,1) 
each time it is called. Add instructions to find the mean length of the queue in the 
simulation. 

 
            10. Run many times the algorithm of the exercise 9 using different seeds for the random  

 and observe the mean length of the queue. Repeat 50 runs with the algorithm and register 
the 50 values of the maximum queue with different random numbers. Find the mean the 
deviation and build a frequency table of the values. You may include all this in a program. 
 
11. Using the data of the example in 6.3.2 16, do a simulation model for the process x  and 
y assuming an exponential inter-arrival time 

 
12. Try to fit the 50 data to a lognormal distribution and estimate the fitness using the 2χ or 
the K-S test. 
 
 
13. Consider linear congruence generators with the values Generate complete periods. 

25mod311230 ==== cax  

100mod311230 ==== cax  

100mod311210 ==== cax  

100mod515230 ==== cax  

Check the conditions of Theorem 1 
 
14. Program a generator of pseudo-random numbers using 312=m  and find the length of 
the period. Use Conveyu condition. Generate 1000 value in the interval (0,1) and test the 
uniformity dividing the interval in 10 equal parts and using the 2χ test. Discuss if the test 
may be one tailed or two tailed. 
 
15. Use the inverse function method to find the formula to obtain random values with 
general uniform distribution. 
 
16. Prove the formula for finding random numbers from a frequency table.  
 
17. Check the fitness of the generation of normal variates generated by the three methods 
using the K-S test. 
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